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indexing and retrieving visual information is an impor-
tant issue in multimedia development. It involves han-
dling high dimensional vectors. Current tree-based high
dimensional index structures, such as R-tree, SS+-tree,
TV-tree, etc, have the similar low bound to the one-di-
mensional comparisen-based search methods. It is far
from being practical in the multimedia area. We propose
a fast indexing method using surrogate coding. It pos-
sesses many good propenies such as preserving similar-
ity ranking and being fast in retrieval. It also preserves
a clustered space and is easy to maintain.

Keywords: Visual indexing, Similarity search, Mgh dimen-
sional space, Surrogate coding

resentation known as surrogate coding6). It significantly in-
ereases the speed of retrieval and can be used for fu11 text
retrieval. However, it does not support high dimensional
indexing. It is dithcult to keep the similarity ranking in
hashing.
  We propose a high dimensional surrogate eoding scheme
using hybrid neural networks. It possesses many good prop-
erties such as preserving similarity ranking, keeping a clus-
tered space, fast, and easy to maintain. We introduoe
surrogate coding in the next section and present our surro-
gate coding using a hybrid neural network in Section 3. The
experimental result is present in Section 4 and finally, there
is a conclusion.

2. Surrogate Coding

1. Introduction

  Fast information retrieval is one of the most important
contributions computers have made to science and technol-
ogy development in the modern world. At an early stage,
computers were used to handle textual information. People
worked on how to speed up the string matching process
because if we searched one keyword over one million re-
cords with average 1oo words per record and 10 characters
per word, we would need one billion comparisons. It was a
considerable amount of calculation at that time. The most

famous string matching algorithms include the Rabin-Karp
algorithm (1981), the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm (1977),
the Boyer-Moore algorithm (1977), etc.i). However, no mat-
ter how fast a string matching algorithm is, it will not meet
the needs of fast growing information. Many index struc-
tures were introduced to assist ethcient retrieval. The most
ethcient structure is B'-tree.

  VTisual information retrieval is much more complicated
than retrieving text. Visual features are usually of high di-
mensions. Many indexing structures, such as R-tree2), SS"-
tree3), TV-tree`), etc, have been developed for indexing high
dimensional features. These comparison based structures
have a lowest bound similar to one-dimensional indexing
structure'). It will make at least nlogn comparisons. In prac-
tice, it wil1 search about 609o of the total items in one query
due to the other problems of such indexing structures such
as overlapping, buffering, back-tracking, etc.S.
  To improve text-based renieval, Dodds proposed a rep-

  Surrogate coding is a scheme for fast indexing and re-
uieving information. We can look at one example:
  We use a surrogate table 30 bits long. In practice, it is
between 512 and 1024. The table is initialized to all zeros.

To insert a document into the table,iindependent hash bits
between O and k-1 are generated. We assumei=4 (In
practice, i is between 10 and 30). Assume we insert the
words "physics" and "chemistry" into an empty table and
hashCphysics) = (1, 6, 29, 30) and hash(chemistry) = (16,
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22, 29, 3), we have a table:
  Suppose we probe for word "biology" with hash(biology)
= (3, 7, 16, 26), we AND all bits and find bits 7 and 26 are
zeros. We obtain ABSENT. The total computational cost for
searching is 4 bits AND. There will be mismatches. In the
case of mismatches, the computer continues to search items
under these bits, which is a small amount of total items in
the database6}. Surrogate coding has been widely used in
today's Internet search engines and spelling checks.
  There are problems of directly applying surrogate coding
in multi-dimensional retrieval. Firstly, to generate a high
dimensional hashing with low computational complexity is
not trivial. Secondly, the surrogate table has been used for
exact match while retrieving visual features is based on
similarity search. Finally but not least, the hashing function
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has to preserve the similarity measurement of the original
feature spaoe.

3. Hybrid Associative Neuran Networks

  We propose a hybrid associative neura1 network for the
hashing function in surrogate coding. The hybrid associative
neural network is a multi-layer network that combines auto-
associative and hetero-associative functions. Figure 1 illus-
trates the concept behind the hybrid network. Shown in the
figure is a basic three-layer fully interconnected network
with two sets of outputs. One set is auto-associative and the
other is hetero-associative (defined in our work as classifier
outputs with 1-of-N format). Both sets of outputs fu11y con-
nect to the nodes of the hidden layer, which acts as the
representation or transformation layer. With this architec-
ture, we hypothesize that stronger inter-class relationships
suitable for the task of similarity reuieval can develop in the
activation of the hidden layer neurons together with the
tightening of intra-class relationships due to the classiner
function. During training, the goals of auto-association and
hetero-association interact in the process of discovering a
global error minimum. In contrast, auto-associative PCA-
1ike data reduction ideally preserves interclass relationships
in the input data while straightforward hetero-associative
classifiers tend to increase interclass distances without re-
strictions such as one class should be nearer to another, or
the 1ike. Furthermore, the hybrid network tries to capture the
input as completely as possible as with auto-association. ln
hetero-association, the discarding of information that is use-
less to class discrimination can occur.

A. 7he structure of the hybnd associan've neural network
  We expand the three-layer hybrid network in our earlier
work". The modification is depicted in Figure 2. The modi-
fied network has two hidden layers up to and including the
transformation or bottleneck layer and all neurons up to this
layer are fu11y interconnected. Beyond the second hidden
layer, al1 connections branch out to two groups of neurons
in the subsequent layers: one is autoassociative and the
other, heteroassociative. In general, each group can have an
arbitrary number of layers leading to separate output layers.
The first in the set of layers in each group fu11y connects to
the bottleneck layer. For the autoassociative group, we pro-
vide a hidden layer before the output layer to implement a
form of nonlinear PCA. We expect this additional hidden
layer to accommodate more freely adjustments customized
to the function assigned to the second group of neurons. For
the heteroassociative group, we directly connect classifier
outputs to the bottleneck layer. Specifying only one layer of
weights leading to the output layer fosters the development
of linear class separability within the dimension-reduced
data. This is important since our goal is to use the data for
similarity retrieval using Euclidean distance-based meas-
ures.

B. Ihe training strategy
  Our hybrid-associative neural networks are trained using
the back-propagation algorithm8'9), a gradient descent learn-
ing rule. Starting with an initial set of smal1 random weights,
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Flg. 1. Basic architecture for a three-iayer hybrid associative
network
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Flg. 2. A not fully-intereomaected tive-tayer hybrid associative
network.

the algoritim searches through the weight space moving in
the direction of the steepest descent, after presentation of
each training pattern, to minimize the cost fUnction
          n

      E-l2 (y,-d,)2.....･･･････････ a)
         bl

where yk is the response of output node k, dk is the desired
output response, and n is the total number of output nodes.
The weights are adjusted according to the update rule

     wij (t + 1) s wij (t) + n 6j xi . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

where wv is the weight from node i i layer L-1 to nodej
in layerL, n is the learning parameter, 6j is the error at node
j and xi is response of node i. If L is the output layer,

     a - (dj - ig) xJ (1 - xj) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)

or if L is a hidden layer,

iij xJ (i -xj) 2
         k

6,wk .............. (4)

where 6k is the errer at node k in layer L+1. The response
ofanodeji given by
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where m is a node in the layer preceding the nodej layer.
The training cycle continues until the cost function reaches

a specified level.

4. The implementation of surrogate coding

  We implement our surrogate code with a bott!eneck size
of 10 neurons (10 dimensions) because of the size of our
image database. We take 10 training sets. The target outputs
use the 1-of-N classifier encoding. The training is stopped
when the root-mean-square error reaches O.Ol or when the
rate of change in each dimension is less than O.OOOI. These
criteria can be varied. The higher the accuracy the converg-
ing process achieves, the better the similarity of the surro-
gate code is. After training, we take the top two dimensions
as the hashing code of each image outside the training set,

ie,
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  In other words, our surrogate table is 10 bits long and
our hashing function is two dimensions. For example, feed
the top left image of Figure 3 into the hybrid network, the
output of bottleneck layer is (O.OO12, O.0411, O.oo25,
O.9051, O.oo37, O.0369, O.O043, O.OO08, O.oo23, O.oo21).
Therefore the hashing output is (2, 4). When the size of an
image database goes to millions, the surrogate table can go
to 512 bits and the hashing function can be 20 dimensions.
In retrieval, all images under matched bits will be listed
under the similarity ranking s = (aoy, + aiy,), where (ao + ai)
= 1 is the weight of each dimension. We choose ao = O.75

and ai = O.25.

  Because each dimension in the bottleneck layer is trained
to respond to one cluster in an image database, it retains the
visual features in the cluster. The hashing function preserves
the similarity measurement in the original feature space. The
auto-associative network performs the identity mapping
through a compression layer and the goal is to keep as much
information in this layer as possible in order to reconstruct
the input data at the output layer. Auto-associative networks
can achieve high a dimension reduction rate. However, the
similarity preservation is poor because the network is only
 sensitive to the training patterns. Unlike auto-･associative
networks, hetero-associative neural networks develop arbi-
trary internal representations in the hidden layers in order

5. The Performance a
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Fig. 5. Query output ranked by similarity (The top-teft is the
query image).

Tbble 1. Comparison of the query aocuracy and the speed
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where x and x are the original and reconstructed vectors,
respectively.
  Figure 5 gives one example of queries ranked by simi-
larity. The top-left is the query image.

6. Conctusion

  Storage and retrieval of visual information plays an im-
portant role in multimedia systems. Indexing high di-
men sional visual features is dithcult due to the exponential
expansion of the index space. Comparison-based methods
have a low bound which makes the method impractical in
multimedia databases. We have developed an index scheme
using high dimensional surrogate coding. The scheme con-
sists of two important components, the hashing function
using hybrid associative neural networks and high dimen-
sional surrogate coding. We have compared our scheme with
traditional comparison-based methods. The results show that
our method outperforms the comparison-based methods in
terms of retrieving aocuracy while the speed is improved
significantly.
  Further research includes characteristic study of dimen-
sion vs feature clusters; storage and retrieval after hashing;
and updating strategy when new images are entered into the
database systems.

APPENDIX

Volume 3 of PhotoDisc database (cropped for testing):
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